He Loves Me,
He Loves Me Not
* Speedy strip piecing! *
laying “He loves me, he loves me not”
has always seemed silly. Of course he
does! Little girls will love this daisy quilt too.

P

Materials
Yardage is based on 42"-wide fabric.
1 yard of red tone on tone for inner border and petals
⅛ yard each of 7 coordinating prints OR 7 precut
print strips, 2" x 42"
⅞ yard of white tone on tone for background
⅓ yard of green solid for stems and leaves
⅝ yard of 54"-wide yellow textured chenille fabric
for outer border and flower centers
3 yards of fabric for backing*
43½" x 45½" piece of batting
6 yards of red jumbo rickrack
1 yard of green medium-width rickrack
Water-soluble pen
Template plastic
Washable-glue stick

Cutting
All measurements include ¼"-wide seam allowances.
From each of the 7 coordinating prints, cut:
1 strip, 2" x 42"
From the white tone on tone, cut:
1 strip, 7" x 42"; crosscut into:
1 rectangle, 7" x 14½"
1 rectangle, 7" x 11"
1 square, 7" x 7"
5 strips, 3½" x 42"; crosscut into:
2 strips, 3½" x 25½"
2 strips, 3½" x 21½"
2 strips, 3½" x 18"
From the green solid, cut:
2 strips, 1" x 42"; crosscut 1 of the strips into 1 strip,
1" x 25½", and 1 of the strips into:
1 strip 1" x 21½"
1 strip, 1" x 18"
Continued on page 3

*If fabric is wide enough, 1½ yards will be sufficient.
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“He Loves Me, He Loves Me Not,” pieced by Kristin Roylance,
machine quilted by Molly Kohler
FINISHED QUILT: 39½" x 41½"
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Continued from page 1

4. Trace the two leaf patterns onto template plastic
and cut them out. Using the water-soluble pen,
trace eight of each leaf pattern onto the wrong
side of the green fabric. Cut out the leaves.

From the red tone on tone, cut:
5 strips, 2½" x 42"
4 strips, 1½" x 32"
From the yellow textured chenille fabric, cut:
4 strips, 4¼" x 42"; crosscut into:
2 strips, 4¼" x 34" (save the extra for flower
centers)
2 strips, 4¼" x 39½"

5. Align a leaf 1 with a leaf 2, and then sew the
curved edges, backstitching at the beginning and
end to secure the seam. Leave the straight edges
open. Trim the seam allowances to ⅛” and clip the
curved edge. Turn the leaf right side out and press.
Repeat to make eight leaves.

Prepare the
Dimensional Pieces
1. Trace the petal pattern onto template plastic and
cut it out. Using the water-soluble pen, trace 30
petals onto the wrong side of the red fabric. Cut
out the petals.
2. Align two petals, right sides together, and then
sew the curved edges, backstitching at the
beginning and end to secure the seam. Leave the
straight edges open. Trim the seam allowances to
⅛” and clip the curved edge. Turn the petal right
side out and press. Repeat to make 15 petals.

Make 15.

3. Sew a long basting stitch ⅛” from the raw edges
of each petal, leaving long thread tails. Pull the
bottom thread tails to gather the raw edges of
each petal to measure 2" long. Knot the thread
tails and evenly distribute the gathers.

Make 8.

6. Trace the flower-center pattern onto template
plastic and cut it out. Using the water-soluble pen,
trace three flower centers onto the wrong side of
the yellow chenille fabric. Cut out the centers
directly along the drawn lines.
7. From the green rickrack, cut three pieces, each 12"
long. Apply washable glue to one half of one piece
of rickrack. Turn one flower center to the wrong
side. Place the glued half of the rickrack around the
edge of the flower center, and then repeat to
adhere the remaining half of the rickrack. Overlap
the rickrack ends so they’ll be hidden once the
flower center is sewn to the quilt. Press to heat-set
the rickrack. Repeat to adhere rickrack to the
remaining flower centers.

Make 3.

11/2"
Make 15.
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Assemble the Quilt

Gather ’Round
My favorite method for preparing appliqué
circles is to use cardboard to make a template—recycled cereal boxes work great!
Cut a cardboard circle the size of the appliqué. Trace the cardboard template outline
onto the wrong side of the fabric. Cut out
the fabric circle approximately ¼" beyond
the drawn line. Hand or machine baste ¹/8"
from the edge of the fabric circle. Center
the cardboard circle on the wrong side of
the fabric circle, and then pull the basting
stitches to neatly gather the fabric around
the cardboard. Press the gathered edges,
and then pop out the cardboard circle.

1. Sew two coordinating-print strips together along
one long edge. Continue sewing all of the
remaining coordinating-print strips together in the
desired order to create the strip unit. Press the
seam allowances open. Crosscut the strip unit into
12 sections, each measuring 3" x 11".
3"

Cut 12.

2. Sew three of the strip sections along the short
edges to form a 3" x 32" unit, making sure to keep
the strip order of each section the same. Press the
seam allowances open. Repeat to make a total of
four strip units measuring 3" x 32".
3. To assemble the left leaf unit, place one white
3½" x 18" strip right side up, with one short
edge as the bottom edge. Place one leaf straight
edge along the strip right side, 10" from the strip
bottom edge. Baste the leaf straight edge to
secure. Repeat to baste a second leaf to the left
side of the remaining white 3½" x 18" strip, 11½"
from the strip bottom edge.
4. To assemble the center leaf unit, place one white
3½" x 25½" strip right side up. Baste one leaf on
the right side, 5½" from the bottom. Baste a
second leaf 16½" from the bottom. On the
remaining 3½" x 25½" strip, baste one leaf on the
left side, 2" from the bottom, and a second leaf 15"
from the bottom.

Chenille flower centers add extra texture
for little hands to explore.
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5. To assemble the right leaf unit, place one white
3½" x 21½" strip right side up. Baste one leaf on
the right side, 12½" from the bottom. On the
remaining 3½" x 21½" strip, baste one leaf on the
left edge, 14" from the bottom.

6. Sew a green 1" x 18" strip between the pair of 3½"
x 18" leaf units to create the left flower stem.
Repeat with the 25½"-long strip for the middle
stem and the 21½"-long strip for the right stem.
Press the seam allowances toward the green strips.

18"

10"

111/2"

7. Sew the white 7" x 14½" rectangle to the top of
the left leaf unit. Sew the white 7" square to the
top of the center leaf unit, and the white 7" x 11"
rectangle to the top of the right leaf unit. Press the
seam allowances open.

Left leaf unit

251/2"

8. Pin the leaves toward the stems to temporarily hold
them away from the leaf-unit sides. Cut six pieces
of red rickrack, each measuring 34" long. Place one
piece of rickrack over each leaf-unit side, aligning
the rickrack valleys ¼" from each raw edge. Glue or
baste the rickrack in place.

161/2"
211/2"
15"

121/2"

14"

51/2"
2"
Center leaf unit

Right leaf unit
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9. Assemble the quilt center, alternating the strip
units and left, center, and right leaf units as shown
in the quilt assembly diagram. Press the seam
allowances toward the pieced strips.
10. Sew two red 1½" x 32" strips to the sides of the
quilt center. Sew the remaining red 1½" x 32" strips
to the top and the bottom of the quilt center. Press
the seam allowances toward the red strips.

Appliqué the Flowers
1. Arrange five of the petals in a flower shape at the
top of each stem. Baste the straight edges of the
petals in place.

11. Sew the yellow chenille 4¼" x 34" strips to the
sides of the quilt top. Sew the yellow 4¼" x 39½"
strips to the top and the bottom of the quilt top.
Press the seam allowances toward the red strips.

2. Apply washable glue to the wrong side of each
flower center. Place the flower centers directly over
the tops of the stems, covering the raw edges of
the petals. Press each flower center to heat set.
Using a zigzag stitch, sew around the outer edge
of each flower center.

Quilt assembly

12. Using matching green thread, sew down the
centers of the leaves to secure them to the
quilt top.

Finish the Quilt
Refer to “Finishing Your Quilts” (book page 46) as
needed to layer the quilt top with batting and backing;
baste the layers together.
1. Quilt by hand or machine, or take it to your favorite
long-arm quilter.
2. Bind the quilt with the red 2½"-wide strips.
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Patterns do not include
seam allowances.

¼" sea m
e
all o wanc

Flower petal
Cut 30 from
red print.

Flower center
Make 3 from
yellow chenille.

Leave open.

Leaf 1

Cut 8 from
green solid.

Leave open.

Leave open.
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Leaf 2

Cut 8 from
green solid.
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